Please complete the form below for at least two topics, and then follow up by meeting with relevant faculty and potential advisers and meeting with additional advisers as appropriate (e.g. librarian, technical adviser, civic engagement). The form is **due by noon Friday of 8th week of spring term junior year**.

You’re not committing to a comps topic here, but rather testing the viability of a few of your ideas. Next fall (by Friday of week 2), you will turn in a Comps Intention Plan, providing more specific detail on the single topic you choose as your comps focus.

Please type your brief answers into the form below and upload to our AFST Comps Moodle site.

**TOPIC 1:**

**General area of inquiry:**

**Potential Research Questions:**

**Theoretical/Methodological Approaches to Apply**

**Relevant coursework (indicate whether completed or planned) & how specifically it equips my comps to attain sufficient depth**

**Which faculty members have you consulted and what feedback did they give you?**
TOPIC 2:

General area of inquiry:

Potential Research Questions:

Theoretical/Methodological Approaches to Apply

Relevant coursework (indicate whether completed or planned) & how specifically it equips my comps to attain sufficient depth

Which faculty members have you consulted and what feedback did they give you?
TOPIC 3:

General area of inquiry:

Potential Research Questions:

Theoretical/Methodological Approaches to Apply

Relevant coursework (indicate whether completed or planned) & how specifically it equips my comps to attain sufficient depth

Which faculty members have you consulted and what feedback did they give you?